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Abstract. The congregation Mosque, Mesjid (from Arabic, sujud = prostration) is one of the
most important institutions of Muslim world also the predominant architectonic built form of
Muslim architecture.The initial aim of this paper is to scrutinize the Mosque as an institution
and architectonic space through generative concepts, principles and criteria derived from the
eternal idea of the Mosque as a Synergic Space: A place for Worship, a place of Education
and a Community centre. By finding a Generic Mosque from an initial and eternal idea
derived out of the main Islamic sources, it is possible to deliberate the discourse on Mosque
design in the scope of socio-cultural changes as well as advances in design and emerging
technologies. Moreover, the dynamics of change in
Muslim societies found the mosque discredited, leading to structural metonyms of Muslim
identity and putting the Mosque in a 'crisis' as institution, space, visual expression,
symbolism and (un)acceptable as such in a delicate cultural, socio-political and economical
Western environment At final, this paper will scrutinize the development of design principles
for reframing Mosque visual grammar and language through the use of Islamic patterns as
universally legible elements, by transforming them into 3D components and through
modularity, dispersion, population, multiplication, deformation, association, dissolution,
blending and scaling, creating structure, space and skin as systems that act upon each other.
Where structure ends and ornament begins is blurred and a new spatial, structural and
cultural performance is revealed. Both constrains on space and visual language of the
Mosque tend for giving tangible solution to the Mosque 'crisis' as institution and
representative architectural built form, blended together as Synergic Spaces.
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